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Preface
This .pdf 1 is an artifact of the project, but is not intended to
document the entire presentation, which relies on sequential
content at a higher resolution.2 The value of this document
is in the footnotes, which provide substance to the project’s
provocations, in a banal format fitting to the context. I could
add footnotes infinitely, which is why I won’t be printing
this document or removing the “draft” footer. Instead, it will
continue as a research project and hopefully begin to guide
tangible organizing work.

1
You can call it a book if you insist.
2
The final presentation occurred on 5.27.22 at the
Woods Gerry Gallery. External critics: Elisa Iturbe, Andrew
Witt, Galen Pardee, Andrew Holder. Internal critics: Shou Jie
Eng, Carl Lostritto, Jess Myers, Cara Liberatore.
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Abstract
Architects primarily work at a digital desktop, alienated from the spatial
byproducts of their collaborative work. Therefore, software is the most
influential mediator between these immaterial laborers and projects.
Despite architectural production methods evolving, much of the same
pernicious labor relations have subsisted. Building Information Modeling
has become synonymous with architectural work, yet presents a missed
opportunity in addressing and re-imagining labor conditions and power
relations between workers.
Today, architects are proposing improved labor structures utilizing
cooperatives and unions. Alongside these endeavors, might we reimagine our digital tools as allies? Delivered as a visual essay that is
both critical and speculative, the project traces working methods through
allegorical representations, ultimately imagining improved working
futures.
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Part 1 - Introduction
New Methods, Same Problems
My research this year focuses on how digital interfaces mediate our
working experience,1 the paradox of architectural work as immaterial
labor,2 and how we might better align our working methods with new
forms of labor organization. I am focused on the most banal interface,
Building Information Modeling, which has become synonymous with
architectural work, yet presents a missed opportunity in addressing and
re-imagining labor conditions and power relations between workers.

1
Anne Friedberg (2006) discusses the advent of the computer
monitor as removing a barrier from human to machine in her
conceptualization of virtual windows. The monitor is of course one
window, but an individual program window contains interfaces that
guide our experience. In this work, we can then consider a Revit window
as the most pertinent digital interface of the modern AEC worker. It
becomes a worldview for approximately 40 hours a week, but the
influence lasts longer.
2
Relying on Lazzarato’s (2006) definition: “The labor that produces
the informational and cultural content of the commodity”.
22

The core of the project is the verbal performance of this text, which I
want to acknowledge is carefully footnoted with additional sources,
reflections, and tangents, all with the architectural worker in mind.1
Corresponding to the written and spoken portion of the project are
representational sub-projects of allegorical spaces, supporting the
narrative and research.

1

Yes, this text.
23
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Looking closely at the history of architectural production, patterns emerge
in which the managerial class strives for efficiency, while remaining
anxious about the automation of technical skills and worker agency.1 2

1
Cartoon Appears In: Johnston, George Barnett. (2008) Drafting
Culture: A Social History of Architectural Graphic Standards. Pg 210.
2
Johnston (2008) expands upon issues of agency and control,
analyzing how Architects desired a scientifically efficient drafting room,
but feared a lack of control over automated draftsmen. This anxiety
reveals just how much control they felt over human draftspeople, which
Johnston (2008) describes as a “once docile workforce” (p. 209).
24

We can track this pattern from early 20th century drafting rooms to
current Revit workstations.
Across that timespan, firm structures, licensure processes, and other
barriers enforce a gatekeeping power-dynamic. Workers endure burnout-inducing exploitation, believing it’s the only way to become an
Architect.1
1
D’Aprile and Spencer (2022) credit this dynamic to a flawed
alignment between worker and owner: “Within architecture writ large,
these tendencies have historically been bolstered by a sense of cultural
alignment between architectural workers and their firm-owning bosses.
Buying into the idea that good design takes sacrifice and that said
sacrifice might lead them to one day become firm owners themselves,
architectural workers have historically not put up much of a fight for
better conditions at work.”
This also begs the question of why firm-owners should not also
identify as workers, rather than falsely aligning themselves with clients
that inevitably hold higher social capital. Solidarity amongst owners,
principals, and workers would ease the burden of workers in advocating
for better contracts, as a start.
25
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Shifting to the present, the now infamous Sci Arc panel1 is just one of
many examples of normalized labor exploitation, which has led to a
renewed outcry for labor rights for interns and workers everywhere.2 3
This panel also demonstrates the rampant cognitive dissonance in the
profession. Architects frequently lament their marginalization within the
building industry, only to then normalize underpayment and precarity.
There is palpable irony in Architecture’s devaluation.

1
Sci Arc Base Camp: How to Be in an Office, March 25 2022.
Panelists: Dwayne Olyer, Marrikka Trotter, Margaret Griffin.
2
As of April 11, 2022, Tom Wiscombe and Marikka Trotter have
been placed on administrative leave as a result of fallout from the
panel. During the discussion, the faculty largely discuss architectural
work in a problematic binary; work on creatively fulfilling projects in a
small studio with harsh working hours, or work at a large office with
no creative fulfillment, but better working conditions. Their personal
anecdotes of climbing the ranks of prestige within the discipline elucidate
their cognitive dissonance in perpetuating poor working conditions just
because it’s what they had to endure. When Architects perpetuate these
falsehoods and fail to advocate for improved futures, they ironically
devalue the discipline that they are simultaneously heralding as an
important creative endeavor.
3
The architect / draftsperson dichotomy of the past was at least
self-aware of its Taylorist labor structure, although it was certainly not
immune to the same issues we see in the Sci Arc discussion, where
architecture is framed as a creative calling that requires sacrificing
wages and dedicating unhealthy hours to appease superiors. The young
designer today then becomes disillusioned when this faux creative
endeavor reveals itself as a mundane production role.
26
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While we can broadly categorize the same problems for the last hundred
years, architectural production tools have changed completely.1 Monitors
have replaced mylar and 2D sheets have become 3D information models,
yet workers remain as the necessary production inputs.
Not leveraging tools of representation to imagine different working
conditions is perhaps the greatest failure of all.

1
John May (2018) takes a hard stance on what constitutes a
drawing, utilizing Orthographic and Post-Orthographic as a productive
dichotomy to separate drawing and image production: “To be clear and
blunt: images of drawings produced in computers are not drawings. Lines
“drawn” by computers or by the nostalgic hands of architectural minds
whose very oxygen is sociotelematic imagery, can never again amount to
a drawing.” (p. 21) May does not disparage postorthographic production,
but emphasizes it is an entirely different process of thinking and making:
“The electrical automation of postorthography is in no way “thoughtless.”
It simply reformats acts of thinking, displacing them to different
arenas. Automation has never been a simple matter of passing labor
from humans to machines; it has always involved the enmeshment of
consciousness and gestural habituation within processes that are internal
neither to the organic nor to the machinic but instead reside within
both categories simultaneously. It has always relied on deeply practical
“theories of organic extension,” best understood through a “biological
philosophy of technique.”” (p. 23)
28
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Part 2 - Perceptions
Narratives vs. Realities
BIM now materializes every action of our immaterial labor. According
to Autodesk1 advertisements, a lone genius can easily produce built
work with the help of software, design teams collaborate seamlessly
with consultants and contractors, and before you know it, there’s a built
project.
1
Autodesk is approaching near monopoly status within the BIM
market with Revit’s dominance over competitor Archicad. Archicad seems
determined to stay in the fight; as does Vectorworks, although it holds
an even smaller market share. This project utilizes the Revit interface
while acknowledging other BIM platforms exist, each with their own
nuances and proclivities. Open source alternatives also exist, and are
perhaps most relevant and exciting to the final pitch of this thesis project.
As its name suggests, BlenderBIM is a free and open-source add on for
Blender, which is already a free platform dedicated to democratizing
design.
32
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In reality, it’s a painfully generic image of a potential project; a beginning
or an ending, depending on how the project unfolds.

34

It’s also the product of someone’s labor. Iterative image construction is
a nominally creative outlet to the lower-ranking designer, perennially
pigeonholed to rendering or drafting within the confines of firm and client
expectations.

35
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Maybe more confining is the image’s fidelity to the BIM model. The
superficial image owes much to the same robust BIM model that
produces construction documents.1 Despite the relative ease of real-time
rendering engines, the worker contends with project ambitions and the
reality they wish to portray.
The BIM model is shared amongst colleagues and consultants. Specialties
and roles ideally work in tandem, but the shared workspace also prompts
confrontation.
As building information modeling becomes a prerequisite skill for
employment, firms even have job posts as explicit as “Revit Modeler”, and
“BIM coordinator” has emerged as an entire profession.2

1
As May (2018) notes: “Images are data, and all imaging is
knowingly or not, an act of data processing.” (p. 12)
2
Galo Canizares (2019) discusses how work is synonymous
with software programs, and how we use terms like “photoshopping”
interchangeable with image editing, for example. Canizares also adds
a BIM-specific note that supplement’s May’s postorthography theory,
postulating: “Not only is it a digital simulation, but it is also dependent
on data management. Thus, the process of translating from drawing to
building today, depends less on one’s ability to form an apt analogy of
what a “drawing” is or what it represents, and more on one’s expertise in
navigating information management systems, and coordinating between
file-types from…” (p. 105) Canizares acknowledges the new skill-set the
BIM-user must utilize in comparison to the drafter, and yet they share the
same goal of providing a builder with a set of instructions for constructing
a building.
36
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These workers sync their contributions to the shared model after various
acts of arranging, specifying, verifying, and checking. Yet such work is
often riddled with clashes, crashes, hacks, and workarounds.

The architectural worker’s experience is entirely dependent on which
software the firm uses and how they use it, and yet software is mostly
designed to profit those least likely to use it.

While they work in a heightened level of specificity, the work remains
immaterial; tethered to rigid software limitations and isolating working
environments.

38
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Part 3 - Stakes
Immaterial Agency
BIM digitally unites architects and builders through 4D construction
simulations and other information sharing, tempting some to speculate
on greater architectural agency and even the return of the master-builder.
1

For the architectural worker, perhaps the most empowering realization
is that we comprise an extremely skilled and nimble labor force able to
use, hack, and troubleshoot these tools; a collective advantage over those
who prescribe their conventional use. 1

But in most cases, it seems BIM has had the opposite effect, leaving
architects with less agency. If anything, the Revit master-model has
become the master-builder that absorbs the ceaseless work of project
updates at the highest resolution.

1
Architect as master-builder is not impossible or unheard of,
but the AIA and a plethora of litigious restrictions make it undesirable
to most. Some larger firms with greater access to capital are finding
success as full design-build offices. This structure allows for more flexible
project phasing and an inherent trust amongst builder and designer.
Certainly, BIM technologies simplify this further through shared models
that lack the burdens of liability typically associated with sharing to
third parties. However, despite these exceptions, BIM has largely had
the opposite effect by reducing architectural agency. With all AEC
parties utilizing the same software, architects hold less power in design
production. Therefore, BIM is more likely to lead to redundancy than a
return to the master-builder model. When architects operate as designbuilders, they are eliminating some of the necessary coordination, and
potentially require less documentation in the construction process.
Imagine in a construction project the builder encounters an unforeseen
condition and seeks guidance from the architect on a detail drawing.
The architect, aware of their liability in this well-documented request for
information, takes great care in producing a new drawing and updating
the current set accordingly. If that builder was actually a coworker of
the architect in a design-build firm, they might be able to skip the new
drawing all together, since both parties carry the same liability. With less
documentation and coordination, comes less motivation to utilize BIM.
Perhaps this is why GLUCK+, a leading design-build office in New York,
still uses AutoCAD.
46

1
Philip Bernstein (2018) predicts that BIM, paired with additional
computational design tools, will allow architects to focus almost
exclusively on “wicked” design tasks that depend on heuristic reasoning,
leaving the “tame” tasks such as bathroom layouts and door schedules to
algorithms. It seems that we have mostly reached a variant of this binary;
firm principals sketch in pen, watercolor, or on an Ipad, and workers
tend to the BIM model. Bernstein’s line of thinking is reminiscent of
speculations regarding the future of drafting rooms. In that era, Architects
grappled with the certain future of automaton replacing draftsmen. We
now know that the younger generation of architects actually replaced
draftspeople as those qualified to operate AutoCad. Today, the equivalent
group of architects edit the BIM model.
47
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Architects are beginning to put truth to the cartoon and reclaim agency
as a creative working class.
The Architecture Lobby and others have long advocated for unionization,
and Architectural Workers United recent union drive has reignited
conversations.1 2 The Lobby also promotes cooperative firm models to
share resources and combat precarity. 3

1
AWU, founded by SHoP Architects employees, continue to
organize with the Machinists Union despite their initial union drive failing.
2
AWU was not the first unionization attempt in architecture.
Johnston (2008) outlines the conditions surrounding the 1933 formation
of the Federation of Architects, Engineers, Chemists, and Technicians
(F.A.E.C.T) and the subsequent rival organization, the Architectural
Guild of America (AGA). Similar to AWU, AGA emphasized its priority of
serving architectural employees. At this time, the differentiation between
Architect and Draftsperson was especially pertinent due to evolving
professionalization standards. Unemployment and related underpayment
motivated both FAECT and the AGA, while overwork and underpayment
seemed to be the initial motivating factors behind AWU. This distinction
calls to a lack of progress in the discipline better advocating for itself.
In the early 20th century, architects faced greater exploitation at times
of economic depression, while today many architectural workers
face worsened exploitation during economic booms, suggesting that
Architects have failed to improve fee structures that adequately respond
to these cycles. It’s also important to note that workers at SHoP and
similar offices in large cities like New York represent a specific scenario in
which it’s unfortunately understood that more prestigious firms are able
to pay workers less because workers value the prestige of the work. This
is of course a broken system that unionization could begin to solve.
3
The small firm cooperative structure can take many shapes, but
the principal idea being that Architects would benefit immensely by
sharing resources. Architects are constantly burdened with administrative
tasks they lack the expertise for, and the scale of expenses to operate an
office is disproportionately prohibitive for aspiring small firm owners. For
example, the principal of a four person firm may lack the funds to hire a
bookkeeper or tech consultant, and may not even need someone full time
for these roles, but could share that resource with another firm principal.
Workers could then also work under multiple co-op members, hence
making their labor another shared resource.
50
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Part 4 - Working Futures
Digitized Solidarity
As architects continue to advocate for new systems of working, might we
also reposition BIM as an ally, or at least, an agent of collective power? 1

1
Certainly, Audre Lorde would remind us that “The Master’s Tools
Will Never Dismantle the Master’s House”, which is why the use and
subversion becomes doubly important.
52

A cooperative of unionized architects establishes a collective of
knowledge and specialties. It ensures that labor is a shared resource,
rather than an exploited commodity.1 This organization pursues an ethos
of collaboration that collectively benefits and socializes workers, rather
than reducing workers to isolated production inputs.
In its current version, BIM is known as the Google Docs of construction
projects.2 While Google Docs is the default method of collaboration, BIM
emphasizes hierarchical coordination and discipline-specific production.3
It is a tool of capitalistic efficiency in which workers arrange and organize
data-rich objects into a single 3D model.

1
Presuming the hypothetical cooperative is organized around
an equal share/vote system in which workers can opt in to projects and
guide the broader direction of the organization.
2
Ng (2021) referencing Cheshire (2017), who discusses how
BIM will improve efficiency and transparency in design and construction
processes, but may have negative aesthetic consequences by further
polarizing commercial and “design-forward” architecture practices.
3
Autodesk’s BIM 360 and other cloud-based platforms prioritize
the ability to share files, but offer little in the way of co-working solutions.
53
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If we subvert BIM’s coordination logic to one of collective action, we can
imagine it as a tool of labor organization. Quantifying and organizing
workers with BIM may seem antithetical to more dignified work.
However, this is precisely the paradoxical challenge in imagining the
future of architectural work, as architects embrace the methods of groups
we have historically distanced ourselves from. 1

1
Cayer (2019) utilizes the history of AECOM and others to discuss
how conglomeration in architecture opposes the traditional formal
mission of the discipline, but remains necessary in surpassing financial
stability towards profitability. Cayer (2019) somewhat gratuitously
credits these architects with expanding their practices: “While one could
argue that, in pursuit of profits, the architects at DMJM helped to expunge
the architect’s historical role, I suggest that the rise and prominence
of DMJM was predicated on the ability of its architects to elevate their
own economic and political value, continuously realigning their practice
according to anticipated shifts in the economy. By positioning themselves
as equals—rather than superiors—to other urban practitioners, they
demonstrated how architectural work could be lucrative within a
post-Fordist economy.” (p. 190) By no means intended as a glowing
endorsement of free market capitalist economies, Cayer (2019) is
recognizing these architects as creative practitioners who, in the interest
of continuing and expanding their work, adapted their business methods.
Cayer (2019) concludes: “the firm’s attunement to the inner workings of
late capitalism is illuminating for a profession— especially in the US—that
has historically understood the pursuit of economic capital as antithetical
to architectural design.” (p. 190) One could postulate that the modern
corporate architecture practice, often loathed as lacking design intent, is
actually a moderately well-designed entity based on its ability to subsist
in an industry that actively devalues architects and their role. We can use
this as a bare minimum standard for improving upon practice, but instead
of adhering to capitalist expectations, reinvent new forms of organization.
54
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Modeling our immaterial labor union after the construction trades is
an overdue act in recognizing ourselves as workers, and it in no way
diminishes the complexity of our collaborative yet alienated field. If
anything, these steps preserve and protect the capabilities and generalist
tradition of our field.

56
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Architecture has an ongoing identity crisis stemming from a contentious
dependency on capital and devalued labor. Trained partly as speculative
world-builders, we imagine our profession contributing to a more hopeful,
equitable future. Yet when constrained to current professional structures,
architectural services have long acquiesced to capital interests.1 2
Repositioning BIM in this endeavor is an act of reclaiming a tool
that exists to extract value from us. Broadening that methodology,
restructuring our labor system — in this case, through the imagination
— is the first step in recognizing and expanding our practice and agency
as workers. It’s the project that we must collectively pursue to align our
profession with our potential.

58

1
D’Aprile and Spencer (2022) successfully expose our relationship
the the physical byproducts of our labor: “For the greater number
of architectural workers, themselves increasingly subjected by their
employers to the exploitative and precarious conditions of work under
neoliberalism, however, the projects they labor on stand as both symbols
and instruments of their own exploitation.”
		
2
D’Aprile and Spencer (2022) lament architecture’s obsession
with speculative utopian projects achieved through form: “Since then, the
profession has clung ever more determinedly to the belief in its unique
abilities to imagine utopias. It continues to stand, as well, by the belief
that formal innovation will deliver us from the evils of the world, from
environmental crisis, political strife, and social separation—and that the
primary agency of architects lies in their ability to produce such formal
innovations. Rather than having been cast aside in the wake of the
financial crisis of 2007–2008, these beliefs have been given a new lease
on life in, for example, post-crisis projects of urban regeneration.” While I
agree that baseless utopian projects do little to further our discipline and
its societal contributions, I disagree with their stance that we must wholly
abandon form as a tool in our arsenal of change-making agents. To do
so entirely further alienates us from our training and expertise. We can
certainly lend our formal skills to allies (urban planners, policy makers,
etc.) in these efforts, while still resisting the trap of utopian design.
59
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